The aim of this paper is the presentation of the general form of the constraint equations necessary to calculate the accelerations occuring on a five sided spatial mechanism. Using these equations the computing of the accelerations for any part of any plain or spatial mechanism will be possible. The constraint equations of the acceleration are obtained by computing the time derivatives of the velocity equations (which in general form are given by [1] and [2]) followed by the correspondent grouping of the unknowns.
Presentation of the five-sided spatial mechanism
The elements of the five-sided mechanism are (Figure 1. ) : 1 -fuselage; 2 -crankshaft; 3 -crank; 4 -connecting member; 5 -swing arm.
Figure 1. Five-sided spatial mechanism
The program is written for an external fixed system in which the coordinates of the mass centre of the machine fuselage are given X Gi , Y Gi , Z Gi values. The coordinates of points relative to of the centers of gravity masses of any member part of the mechanism are alwaysremain constants during the motion and they are determined by the vectors r ij or r ij I.
The constraint equations of the acceleration
The computing of the unknowns we built-up a system containing sixteen constraint equations. 
In the same way are given the constraint equations for the spherical joint that binds the crankshaft 2 and the crank 3: 
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These are followed by the writing-up of the equations of acceleration between the connecting member 4 and the swing arm 5:
The equations of constraint between parts 4 and 5 (swing arm and connecting part) are formally identical with those related to elements 3 and 4 (crank and connecxting part). Tese resume to the transléation along axes X. Thus, acceleration equations for the The swing arm are the followings:
The matrix of the 16 unknowns of the problem are presented in the following transposed vertex:
The occuring derivatives are given in the specific form of the formulas [3] 170, p. 5,179, 164, 5,172 are generally formulated.
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Conclusions
Using the constraint equations, accelerations in any plane or spatial mechanism can be computed without the use of the explicite particular motion equations.
The method described in above offers the best way for exactly computing of, the accelerations related to the central inertia axes relative to their own or the external fixed frame.
Scientific results can be used to calculate accelerations of any lever mechanism or robot, as well as to develop new and effective laboratory practices in educational use.
